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The photoelectron spectrum of the NO; anion has been obtained at 266 and at 213 nm. The
266 nm spectrum probes the ‘A ; ground state of NO3 . The 2 13 nm spectrum represents the
lirst observation of the ‘E fl lowest-lying excited state of NO,. The ‘A ; band shows vibrational
progressions in the Y, symmetric stretch and the vG degenerate in-plane bend of NO,. Our
analysis of this band indicates that the NO, ground state has a D,, equilibrium geometry and
is vibronically coupled to the *E ’ second excited state via the y4 mode. We also obtain the
electron affinity of NOJ, 3.937 + 0.014 eV, and the heat of formation of NO3 at 298 K,
0.777 &- 0.027 eV ( 17.9 f 0.6 kcal/mol). The *E ” state of NO3 lies 0.868 _t 0.014 eV above
the ground state. The 2E P band shows complex and extensive vibrational structure. Several
possible assignments of this structure are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen trioxide, NO,, is one of the most important
free radicals in atmospheric chemical reactions. As one of
the NO, species, it is implicated in reaction cycles involving
ozone and in hydrocarbon and halocarbon oxidation.’ Although NO, is rapidly photolyzed during the day, it is essential to the cycle of reactions which form HNO, at night and
is thus an important contributor to acid precipitation.2 The
significance of NO, in atmospheric chemistry has prompted
numerous spectroscopic and kinetic experiments and theoretical studies, but questions remain concerning its ground
state structure, excited electronic states, and photochemistry. In this paper, we use photoelectron spectroscopy of
NO; to address two of these issues: the geometry of the
ground electronic state and characterization of the first excited electronic state of NO,.
Walsh’ predicted that NO, would be planar with a
threefold symmetry axis (D,, point group) in the ground
electronic state and first two excited states (2A ;, “E “, and
*E ‘, respectively). The proposed threefold symmetry of the
ground state haspbeen disputed. Rotationally resolved infrared spectraG6 of the ground state support Walsh’s prediction of a ‘A ; ground state with D,,, symmetry, but vibrationally resolved dispersed fluorescence spectra have been
interpreted as evidence of either DSh7 or Y-shaped planar’
(C,, ) structure by different researchers. Ab initio predictions of the ground state equilibrium geometry are divided
between D,,v-‘3 and C20”‘1p’8 symmetry. Discrepancies
between these predictions are partly due to the inherent difficulty of treating NO, properly, since it is an open-shell molecule with partial double bonds and low-lying excited electronic states.
Considerably less is known about the excited electronic
states of NO,. The only electronic transition that has been
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observed is the ‘E’ ~‘-4 ; band, with its origin at 662 nm.
This band has been studied using absorption’9-2’ and fluorescence excitation7*8,22spectroscopy, but the diffuse vibrational structure evident in these spectra has not been fully
analyzed. Johnston and co-workersz3 see no rotational
structure in this band even at 0.007 cm “~’ resolution. The
‘E II state is predicted to lie between the ground state and the
2E’ state3”‘,‘6P24-26but has not been observed because the
JEW+2 4 ; transition is electric-dipole forbidden. The exact
energy of the “I? Hstate is important because some features of
the ground-state spectrum have been attributed to perturbations by a low-lying electronic state, but ab initio predictions
of its energy vary from 0.04 eV (300 cm ’) I6 to 1.6 1 eV
( 13 000 cm - ‘) ” above the ground state.
We present here ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of the
nitrate anion, NO<, which provide new information about
the ground state of NO, and represent the first direct observation of the ‘EM state. We observe the “dark” 2E ” state
because negative ion photodetachment experiments can generally study all neutral electronic states formed by removing
a single valence electron from the ion. The anion is expected
to have a D,, equilibrium geometry,‘0~‘2~‘7*28with the molecular orbital configuration ...(e”)4(e’)4(a;)2
in the ‘A ;
ground state.3 The ‘A ;, ’E “, and ‘E ’electronic states of the
radical,
which
have
configurations
the
NO,
...(e’)4(e”)4(a;) ,... (e’)4(e”)3(a;)2,and...(e’)3(e”)4(a;)2,
respectively, are all accessible via one-electron photodetachment transitions from the ground state of NO;. Our spectra
show distinct bands corresponding to the ‘A ; and ‘E Mstates
of NO,, which yield the electron atfinity of NO, and the
energy of the previously unobserved ‘E U excited state. With
the laser currently in use, the ‘E’ state is beyond the range of
our photoelectron spectrometer.
The photoelectron spectra show vibrational progressions within each electronic band which provide new information about the frequencies and molecular geometry in the
“A ; and ‘E M states. In particular, these progressions indicate that vibronic coupling is important in both electronic
states. Normally, the relative intensities of vibrational tran-
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sitions within a single electronic band in a photoelectron
spectrum depend only on the Franck-Condon overlap of
neutral and anion wave functions for the relevant vibrational
states.” The longest progressions generally occur in totally
symmetric vibrational modes of the neutral. For NO, in D,,
symmetry, the symmetric stretch (Y, ) is the only such
mode. Progressions in non-totally symmetric modes may occur, but normally the only allowed transitions are those involving even changes in vibrational quantum number (even
Av transitions) between the anion and neutral. If the anion
or neutral electronic state is degenerate, however, vibronic
coupling due to the Jahn-Teller effect30,31 can complicate
the photoelectron spectrum. For example, odd Av transitions can occur in non-totally symmetric vibrational modes.
Such effects have been observed in photoelectron spectra of
CH, 0 - -X%33
and C!, H; ,34 and in photoelectron spectra of
neutral molecules such as BF, 35-37and CH ‘*
The "E U and 'E ’states of NO, are bothiegenerate, and
the Ye antisymmetric stretch and v4 in-plane deformation
can be Jahn-Teller active in each state. Our photoelectron
spectra do provide evidence of vibronic coupling in the ‘E U
state. However, we also observe what appear to be Au, = 1
transitions in the ground state v4 progression. This is somewhat surprising, since the 2.4 ; state is nondegenerate and
should not be affected by first-order Jahn-Teller coupling.
This observation is discussed at length below, and is ultimately attributed to pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between
the “A ; and 2E ’states. This mechanism has previously been
invoked by Haller et al.36*37to explain similar phenomena in
the photoelectron spectrum of the isoele&ronic molecule
BF, .
II. EXPERIMENT
The time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer used in
these experiments is shown in Fig. 1 and briefly described
here. (See Ref. 39 for a more detailed description. ) Negative
ions are generated by crossing the free jet expansion from a
pulsed molecular beam valve ( 1) with a 1 keV electron beam
(2). For the NO; spectra presented here, we used a gas
mixture made by bubbling 5% NF, in argon through HNO,
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(red fuming, 90%). We also made NO; from a 1%
N,O,/He
mixture, and obtained very similar spectra. The
principles of operation of the ion source have been discussed
at length by Johnson and Lineberger.40 Electron impact ionization of the argon carrier gas generates low energy secondary electrons, which efficiently produce F- from NF, by
dissociative attachment. The subsequent exothermic proton
transfer reaction of F- with HNO, forms NO;. The ions
are formed in the continuum flow region of a free jet expansion, so they are expected to cool internally as the expansion
progresses. We have measured vibrational temperatures of
100-150 K for CH,CNproduced in this source, and a
rotational temperature of about 75 K for SH- in a similar
source.4’
A 200-400 V negative pulse applied at (3) extracts the
negative ions into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.42 The
ions are accelerated to 1 keV, and ion deflectors and lenses
(4) are adjusted to ensure optimal ion levels at the detector
(5). Ions separate into bunches according to mass as they
travel along the 150 cm flight tube, and the ion of interest is
selectively photodetached (6) by varying the delay between
ion extraction and the firing of the photodetachment laser.
The signal level of negative ions, plus fast neutrals resulting
from photodetachment, is monitored with a 25 mm dual
microchannel plate detector. The neutral signal alone can be
measured at this detector by applying - 1400 V to a grid in
front of the detector.
Photoelectrons are detected at the end of a 1 m flight
tube by a 40 mm dual microchannel plate detector (7) and
are energy analyzed by time of flight. We detect 0.01% of the
ejected photoelectrons; this fraction is determined by the solid angle subtended by the electron detector. The instrumental resolution is 0.008 eV (64 cm - ‘> at 0.65 eV electron
kinetic energy, and degrades as E 3’2 at higher energy. The
resolution in the spectra presented here is somewhat worse
due to space charge effects (see below), and is 0.018-0.025
eV for electron kinetic energies near 1 eV. Rotational peaks
are not resolved in the NO; photoelectron spectra.
Spectra of NO; were taken using the fourth (266 nm,
4.66 eV) and fifth (213 nm, 5.83 eV) harmonics of a
Nd:YAG laser. The laser light is plane polarized, and the
polarization at each wavelength can be rotated with a halfwave plate. Each spectrum shown here was averaged for
about 500 000 laser shots, at 20 Hz repetition rate. The spectra were smoothed by convolution with Gaussian peaks of6
meV FWHM. A background noise spectrum was subtracted
from the 213 nm spectrum, to remove the photoelectron signal generated by stray laser photons which strike the metal
surfaces of the chamber.

111.RESULTS
Photoelectron spectra of NO; at 266 and 213 nm are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The spectra are plotted
as intensity (number of photoelectrons) vs electron kinetic
energy (eKE). The electron energy is given by
FIG. 1. Schematicof time-of-tlightphotoelectronspectrometer.

eKE=hv-EEA-T,

-E;“-j-E;-!.
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TABLE I. Peak positions, 266 nm spectrum Average uncertainty is 0.010
eV (80 cm- ’) . Peak positions are not corrected for spacecharge (seetext )..

0.9
0.8

Position

0.7
,h
'Z
0
a
E

0.6

eV

0.5

0.820
0.780
0.738
0.693
0.644
0.607

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Electron

Kinetic

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Energy (eV)

where hv is the photodetachment laser energy, EA the electron affinity of NO,, T0 the term value for the particular
NO, electronic state, and E ,5”’and E h - ) the vibrational
energy of the neutral and anion, respectively. (We neglect
the rotational contribution to the internal energy.) Peaks at
highest .electron kinetic energy correspond to transitions to
the lowest electronic and vibrational energy levels of NO,.
The 266 nm spectrum shows a single band with wellresolved vibrational structure. The peak positions are listed
in Table I. The 2 13 nm spectrum shows this band at higher
energy (hence poorly resolved), plus a band at lower electron energy with extensive vibrational structure. Peak positions of this second band are listed in Table II. Each band
represents a series of transitions to vibrational levels within
one electronic state of NO,. The band in the 266 nm spectrum is assigned to the ‘A ; ground state of NO,, and the
band at lower electron energy in the 213 nm spectrum is
assigned to the % n first excited electronic state. If we assign
the peaks at 0.738 eV in the 266 nm spectrum and 1.035 eV in
the 213 nm spectrum to the origins of the ‘A ; and 2E M progressions, respectively, we calculate To for the 2E M state to
be0.868&0.014eV(7000+
1lOcm:‘).
Our results indicate a strikingly low partial photodetachment cross section into the 2Zd; state of NO, at both 266
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FIG. 2. Photoelectron spectrum of NO; at 266 nm, showing the progression in the ‘,4 ; state of NO,. Laser polarization angle f3= 90”.
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I

and 213 nm. The integrated intensity of the 2Zd; state progression in the 213 nm spectrum is ten times less than that of
the ‘E II state progression. This effect is independent of laser
polarization angle (see below). In addition, our photoelectron signal levels were exceptionally low at 266 nm, where
only the “=d; state is accessible, and we photodetached only
2% of the ions (estimated by comparing the fast neutral
signal to the ion signal) with a laser fluence of 120 mJ/cm2.
At 213 nm, where detachment to the ‘E g state dominates,
we photodetached nearly 50% of the ions at a lower laser
fluence of 60 mJ/cm’ and the same ion level. This higher
detachment rate is more typical of our experience with other
ions.
The low cross section for the ‘A ; state required high ion
densities to ensure adequate electron signal at 266 nm, and
we obtained the 2 13 nm spectra at the same ion density. The
peaks in our spectra were slightly broadened and shifted to
higher energy by the resulting space charge el?ects, which
arise from Coulomb repulsion- between photoelectrons and
the negative ion cloud. To estimate the magnitude of this
shift, we took spectra of Br-at 266 nm at comparable ion
levels, since its mass and electron affinity (3.365 eV43 ) are
relatively close to those of NO;. We estimate that the peak
at 0.738 eV in the NO; 266 nm spectrum shifted by f 0.010
eV from its true position. This shift is approximately constant across the photoelectron spectrum, so the electron affinity is the only parameter affected. We obtain a value of
3.937 +_ 0.014 eV for the electron affinity of NO,, in good
agreement with the most recent previous estimate of
3.91 f 0.24 eV.44
The heat of formation of NO, at 298 K can be estimated
from our electron affinity and the measured heat of formation of NO; :
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FIG. 3. Photoelectron spectrum of NO< at 213 nm, showing progressions
in the ‘,4 5 and ‘E” states of NO,. Laser poIarization angle 0 = D”.
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TABLE II. Peak positions and intensities of ‘E ” band, 213 nm spectrum. Average uncertainty at peak positions is 0.010 eV.
Position
(experimental)
eV

1.035

cm-’

‘ha

V.3

Position”
(calculated)

0

0

0

1.035

0.970
0.942
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0

1

0.968

1

0.900
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0.935
0.901

0.871
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0
2
1

0.838
0.198
0.774

0.731
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j!
a
0
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0.703
0.672

2452
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2928

0.635

3226

0.606
0.569

3460
3759

0.540

3992

0.505
0.458
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0.437

4823

0.414

5009

13

1
2
33
4
2
3
i 4
5
3
4
i 5
6
4
5

0
3
2

1
0
3

0.868 t
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0.769 1

2

0.736 i
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1

0.669

0
3
2

0.636
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1

0.569 1

0
3
2

0.537
0.535
0.502
0.470 t
0.437
0.435
0.402

1
0
3
2

Intensityb
0.57
0.70

1.00
0.53
0.83
0.87
0.77
0.70
0.82
0.73
0.55
0.62
0.80
0.50
0.55
0.65
0.48
0.49
0.50

“These tentative assignmentsof u, and v, are made using the best fit frequenciesof 804 and 541 cm - ‘, respectively. The calculated positions are based on these assignments and harmonic frequencies. (See Sec. IV E.)
‘Since we assumeuniform peak widths (0.022 eV), the intensity of each peak is proportional to the FranckCondon factor (area under the peak).

heat capacity of the electron,4”46 and the heat capacities of
NO, and NO; are estimated from the vibrational frequencies listed below (Sec. IV A) .47 We have also.used those
NO;
vibrational
frequencies
to calculate
A,-H”
WA)ms K from the previously reported value of A,H”
& 0.54
WA--),,,
K
= - 3.269 + 0.023 eV ( - 75.39
kcal/mol) .44 We obtain AfH”(NO,
)29s K = - 0.777
& 0.027 eV (17.91 f. 0.62 kcal/mol). This does not agree
with the most recent measurement of AH”(N0,
)29s k
= 0.667 f 0.033 eV (15.39 & 0.75 kcal/mol),48 but does
agree with the previous value of 0.737 f 0.217 eV (17.0
k 5.00 kcal/mol) .49
Photoelectron spectra at 266 and 213 nm were taken at
two laser polarization directions, 8 = 0” and 90”, where 19is
the angle between the electric field vector of the laser light
and the direction of electron collection. The angular distribution of the ejected photoelectrons is described bgo

different for each electronic transition. The 213 nm spectra
of NO; are essentially the same at 8 = 0” and 90”, indicating
that fi is approximately zero for the 2A ; and 2E v transitions
at this wavelength. At 266 nm, the peaks at 0.693 and 0.607
eV (363 and 1057 cm ’ relative to the origin at 0.738 eV)
change intensity relative to the peak at 0.738 eV; at 19= 90”,
they are 50% and 29% more intense, respectively. The 50%
change at 363 cm ’ is unusually large and may be due to
vibronic coupling, which mixes the ground state with an excited electronic state; this is discussed in detail in Sec. IV D.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A. Background

where p(E) is the asymmetry parameter for the electronic
transition in question, E is the energy above the photodetachment threshold, and f3 is the polarization angle. If relative peak intensities across a progression change significantly with 0, this may indicate the presence of overlapping

The analysis of our NO, photoelectron spectra is facilitated by the results of previous experiments on the anion and
neutral. Although NO; has not been studied in the gas
phase, x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments on crystalline sodium nitrate indicate that the ion has D,, equilibrium
geometry with an average NO bond length of 1.23 A.28 Vibrational frequencies of NO; have been measured by infrared5’,” and Raman5”*s3 spectroscopy of condensedphase nitrates. Averages values are: y1 7 1054 cm -’
(symmetric stretch, a; ), v2 = 834 cm .~’ [out-of-plane
bend, a;), Ye = 1379 cm ’ (antisymmetric stretch, e’), and

electronicstatesor vibronic coupling effects,sincep may be

V, = 723 cm = 1 (in-plane bend, e’). The 1054cm ’mode
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was not observed in the infrared spectra, nor the 834 cm - ’
mode in Raman spectra, in accordance with the selection
rules for a DIh molecule. Both modes could be observed, in
principle, if NO; had C,, or C,, symmetry in the ground
state.
Vibrational frequencies in the ground state of gas-phase
NO, have been obtained from two types of experiments. In
1983, Ishiwata’ and Nelson* independently reported measurements of dispersed fluorescence from excitation of the
O-O transition in the ‘E’e2A ; band, but drew conflicting
conclusions from their data. Nelson assumed the NO,
ground state to have C,, symmetry. Ishiwata and coworkers interpreted the vibrational structure in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum in terms of a Dsh ground state,
and obtained values for I’, , %t3,and vJ of 1060, 1480, and 380
cm-‘, respectively, for the ground state. This assignment
meant that they were observing odd Au transitions in the
non-totally symmetric Y? and y4 modes, which could be explained by the Jahn-Teller coupling expected in the ‘E’
state.
Rotationally resolved infrared absorption measurements on gas-phase NO, 4-b gave a more accurate value of vJ
( 1492.393 cm- ‘) and measured the v2 out-of-plane bending
frequency (762.327 cm- ‘)5 for the first time. The high resolution spectra of the vz and v) bands exhibit rotational structure characteristic of a planar symmetric top with a threefold
symmetry axis, consistent with a D3,, equilibrium geometry
for the NO, ground state. No infrared absorption was observed in the vicinity ofthe totally symmetric Y, mode ( 1060
cm-‘), again consistent with D,, symmetry. The pattern of
rotational lines shows that the 762 cm - ’ band is a parallel
transition (AK = 0) and the 1492 cm ’band a perpendicular transition (AR = -& 1). The out-of-plane bend is the
only infrared-active mode which should appear as a parallel
band, so the 762 cm ’band is confirmed to be the 1/Zmode.
The rotational analysis yields an N-O bond length of 1.240
A.
Although the rotationally resolved spectra strongly suggest a D,, ground state geometry, several ab initio calculations”-‘* predict a Y-shaped planar C,, configuration for
the ground state. In addition, some of the dispersed fluorescence’ and electron resonance54 experimental results have
been interpreted as evidence of C,, symmetry. Similar discrepancies have been reported for CO;, 55 which is isoelectronic with NO,. The high resolution spectra of NO, rule
out a rigid C,, structure, because that would result in rotational structure characteristic of an asymmetric top. However, it is possible that the NO, ground state structure is
nonrigid. This could occur, for example, if the potential energy surface had three equivalent shallow minima, each corresponding to a “Y-shaped” C,, equilibrium structure.
Ishiwata et aL4s6 have argued against a triple-minimum potential, -since that should lead to additional bands which
were not observed in their spectra. We will consider this
issue below.
One complication in the analysis of the high resolution
spectra is the role of the excited ‘EM state, which had not
previously been observed because the transition from the

‘A ; ground state is electric-dipole forbidden. Ishiwata et
~1.~ and Fried1 and Sander5 suggested that a very low-lying
excited electronic state (less than 2000 cm ~.’ above the
ground state) might account for anomalous features observed in the high resolution spectra. For example, Fried1
and Sander observed an additional Q branch, which they
could not assign, near the Q branch of the vz band. Several
ab initio calculations’1,16*24,25also predict the existence of a
‘8 N state close to the ground state. Our spectra clearly show
that the ‘E x state lies much further above the ground state
(7000 cm ‘).

B. NO, ground state: Features of the spectrum
Our understanding of the NO, ground state is derived
from the vibrational structure observed in the 266 nm photoelectron spectrum. The peak positions and intensities in this
spectrum provide information about vibrational frequencies
and molecular geometry in the ground state. In the FranckCondon approximation, the transition intensity between the
vibrational levels v” in the anion and v’in the neutral is given
byz9
(4)
Ioc I4Wd
IfA” )I”Here r< is the electronic transition dipole moment between
the anion electronic wave function Qp,. and neutral + photoelectron wave function Qp,,
-r, = (@d IA IQ,,”>
(3
which is assumed to be constant for vibrational transitions
within a single electronic band. The Franck-Condon factor
eP en d s on the spatial overlap of ion and neul(%I’W12,d
tral vibrational wave functions $,- and Ij/“, . This overlap will
be identically zero unless the direct product I’,, 8 I’,- contains the totally symmetric representation in the molecuIar
point group. Transitions to all levels of totally symmetric
vibrations in NO, are allowed from the totally symmetric
ground vibrational state of NO;, as are transitions to even
quanta of the non-totally symmetric vibrations. The frequency of a particular non-totally symmetric mode vi must
change substantially between the ion and neutral if transitions other than those with vi = v; are to have significant
intensity.”
Within the Franck-Condon approximation [ Eq. (4) 1,
the appearance of the NO; photoelectron spectra can be
predicted from relevant changes in geometry and frequency
between the anion and neutral. In the ground state, the small
change in N-O bond length upon photodetachment should
result in a short progression in the vi symmetric stretch of
NO,. No progression in the out-of-plane bend is expected,
because the ion and neutral are planar with similar ‘v2 frequencies. Similar reasoning applies to the V~ antisymmetric
stretch. However, the vb frequency decreases considerably
upon photodetachment, from 723 to 380 cm - ’ (assuming
the assignment by Ishiwata et aZ.’ to be correct), so that
transitions with even Au, might be observed.
The experimental photoelectron spectrum in Fig. 2 fulfills some of these predictions. We initially assign the intense
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peak at 0.738 eV to the origin of the “A ; band. The most
intense progression appears as peaks at 0.738, 0.607, and
0.470 eV, and the average spacing of 0.134 eV ( 1080 cm .- ’)
corresponds to the Y, frequency. A second progression has
peaks at 0.738,0.693, and 0.644 eV, and the peaks at 0.607,
0.562, and 0.5 11 eV appear to be the associated combination
band with LJ; = 1. The peak spacings in the second progression, of 0.045 and 0.094 eV (363 and 758 cm - I), suggest a
progression in the v4 in-plane bend. The v, progression is
unusual, since transitions only to even vq levels of NO3
should be allowed from the vi = 0 level of NO;. The observed peak spacing should then be 720 cm ‘, assuming
v, = 360cm”” ‘.57 The apparent occurrence of odd Au, transitions requires explanation, and the analysis described below focuses on this phenomenon.
Finally, we assign the small peak at 0,780 eV to a “hot
band” originating from an excited vibrational level of the
ion.
Its
energy
is
correct
for
the
NO,; (vz = 1) -+NO, (0; = 1) transition. The intensity of
this hot band implies a vibrational temperature of 435 K for
NO;, which is somewhat higher than that expected from
our experience with other ions. We do not observe intense
hot bands in the I’, progression, because at 435 K the population of the v;’ = 1 level is about six times smaller than that
of the ~2 = 1 level.
C. NO, ground state: Detailed analysis
This section describes our attempts to simulate the experimental ground-state progression within the FranckCondon approximation, neglecting the possible effects of vibronic coupling. We consider only the v’ and v4 modes,
which are assumed to be separable. The v’ mode is modeled
as a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in the anion and
neutral, and various two-dimensional potential energy functions are used for the neutral v4 mode.
Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of each potential energy
function are calculated numerically. We use a variational
method for the one-dimensional Y, calculations,” and a discrete variable representation (DVR)59 procedure for the
two-dimensional v4 calculations. The transition intensity
between the anion level v;‘v; * * * and neutral level vi v; . . . is
proportional to the product of Franck-Condon factors:

AQl is varied, and Franck-Condon factors calculated, until
the intensity distribmion of the simulated v1 progression
agrees with the experimental result. The optimal displacement, 1AQ’ 1 = 0.21 & 0.05 amu1’2 A, corresponds to an
NO;
bond length of 1.21 & 0.01 A, assuming that
rNO- - 1.24 k in NO, and that the N-O bond in the ion is
shorter than that in the neutral (as determined in previous
experiments, Sec. IV A). This NO; bond length is close to
the 1.23 A average measured for crystalline NaNO, (variation 1.21-l .24 A) .28 The direction of displacement and the
specific form of the Q, normal coordinate affect only the
calculated N-O bond length, and not the calculated FranckCondon factors. The same Franck-Condon factors for v,
are used in all our simulations.
The v4 progression is more difficult to reproduce in simulations. The simplest explanation for the 360 cm - ’ peak
spacing in the experimental spectrum is that the v4 fundamental frequency is 180 cm - ‘, and that we observe transitions only to even overtones of the v+ mode, in accordance
with our selection rules. With this assignment, the 7rqtransitions observed in the dispersed fluorescence spectra’,’ would
also correspond to even vq levels of the NO, ground state, so
that those results could be explained without invoking vibronic coupling in the 2E’ state.
We simulated the NO; photoelectron spectrum with
v4 = 180 cm .- ’ in the NO, ground state. The degenerate v4
mode is assumed to be a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator in both the anion and neutral. Since this is a nontotally symmetric mode, the normal coordinate displacement AQ4 = 0. Transitions other than Au, = 0 would have
zero intensity if not for the large frequency change between
the anion and neutral (723 to 180 cm - ’). The resulting simulated spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. We assume Gaussian
peak envelopes of FWHM 0.022 eV, determined by space
charge rather than instrumental resolution. The simulation
reproduces the peak positions below 0.738 eV reasonably
well, but the simulated U; = 4 peak at 0.644 eV is too small.
A more serious problem is that the simulation fails to reproduce‘the position of the hot band at 0.780 eV. Instead, hot
bands appear at 0.760 eV (vi = 3 -VT = 1) and 0.805 eV

l.O[

In this calculation, we neglect mixing of the neutral normal
coordinates relative to those of the anion (Duschinsky rotation), and assume the same normal coordinates for both.
Ervin et aLGo showed that this was a reasonable approximation in analyzing the photoelectron spectrum of NO;.
The simulation of the v, progression is relatively simple.
We assume Y, = 1057 cm - ’in the neutral and 1054 cm ’in
the anion. The anion and neutral symmetric stretch potentials are assumed to be displaced by an amount
AQ, = 6.9Ar,, (AQ, in amu”” A, Ar,, in A); this ratio
was determined from the reduced mass for the Y, mode and
the appropriate symmetry coordinate.b’ The displacement
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FIG. 4. Simulated photoelectron spectrum of NO; (266 nm), assuming an
isotropic oscillator potential for the v, coordinate of NO3. Y, = 1057
cm - ‘, Y; = 1054 cm - ‘, V~ = 180 cm ‘, $2 = 723cm - ‘, T = 435K.
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(u; = 1 +u(; 2 1) in the simulated spectrum. The choice,of
a 180 cm- ’ isotropic oscillator for the Y; potential is thus
unsatisfactory.
In order to gain more flexibility in simulating both the
intensity distribution in this progression .and the hot band
position, we next consider a perturbed harmonic oscillator
potential for the NO, .v~coordinate, with .abarrier at the D,,
configuration. We use potentials of the form
V = jkr ’ -‘ir,

(7)

-_
where r is the radial polar coordinate
r = ,p-+x

-1’-‘-

* / .:-

‘.

(8)
and Q4, and Qb6 are the degenerate components of thenor:
ma1 coordinate for the v4 mode.“’ This surface has a circular
trough surrounding a barrier. of height a2/2k.
The energy levels of this perturbed .potential differ significantly from those ,of the isotropic oscillator. Figure ,5.
shows the energy levels and. as,soci:atedsymmetry labels for
(a) ,a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator and
(b), (c) perturbed oscill.ators. The energy levels in (a) show,
the (n f 1 )-fold degeneracy expected for the nth level of the
two-dimension&isotropic
oscillator. The corresponding vi:
brational wave functions are classified as a{, al? ore’ according to their properties under the symmetry operations of the
D,, point group;:The only transitions withnonzero Franck;
Condon factors are those between levels of the same.symmetry: ,for example, from the,a; 21:= 0 level of the-ion- to i;
levels of the.neutral, or from the e’v; z 1 level of NO, to e’
levels of N03. This restriction’is equivalent to the-even 4~.
selection rule disdussed above.“3 The eigenfunctjons of &I.
(7). can:be classified with the same symmetry labels as the
two-dimensional harmonic oscillator eigenfunctioons,’ and
the: same selection rules apply. However, the ,perturbation
‘
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FIG. 5. Vibrational energy levels for the degeneratev.,mode, assuming (a)
an isotropic oscillator, v+ = 180 cm “’‘, (b) a cylindrically symmetric potential [JZq.(7); a = O.O65eV/& k = 0.212eV/AZ], (c) a triple-minimum
potential [Eq. (9); a = 0.340eV/& k = 0.531 eV/.&* J.Tlieisotiopicoscillator energy level with u = n is (n + 1)-fold degenerate;in (b) and (c), the
perturbations partially remove this degeneracy.

due to the central barrier splits the degeneracy of levels with
different symmetries, and an irregular energy level pattern
results.
In our simulations assuming a potential of the form of
EqI (7); we vary both k and a (related to the unperturbed
oscillator frequency and central barrier height) until the
simulated peak positions and intensities agree best with the
experimental spectra.In these calculations, we make the assumptions about separable modes and normal coordinates
discussed above, and use the same frequencies and harmonic
potential energy functions as above for Y* and vh in NO, and
for Y,. in NO;. Assuming the peak at 0.738 eV to be the
origin, the best result is obtained for a’barrier of 80 cm-” ’
(a = 0.065 eV/A), with k = 0.2 12 eV/A’. The energy levels
for this potential are shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The simulated spectrum is similar to that shown in Fig. 4 for the isotropic oscillator: The slightly uneven spacing of the experimental v4
progression is reproduced using this perturbed oscillator potential, but the simulated peak intensities and hot band positions are still not satisfactory.
Our third set of simulations assumes a triple-minimum
potential energy surface for the NO, va coordinate, encouraged by theoretical predictions that a Y-shaped C,, equilibrium geometry for NO, should be slightly more stable than =
the symmetric Dxh geometry. ” We use a model potential of
the form
‘V = akr ’ + ar cos 38,
(9)
where r and B are polar coordinates, P as in Eq. (8) and
. ..8.Etan-l-&.
- Q4b

(10)

Thisi i potential energy surface has three equivalent minima at
Y-shaped C?, -configurations, and conversion between the
minima proceeds along the minimum-energy path through
the D&-configuration. The barrier height at the.D,, configuration is a2/2k.
The simulations using the triple-minimum
surface for
.v4 follow the procedure described above for the first perturbed oscillator. With the origin at 0.738 eV, the best result
is obtained for a barrier of 210cm- ‘, with k = 0.332 e~V/A’
and a = 0.134 eV/A. The simulated spectrum is shown in
Fig. 6. Although agreement with experiment is satisfactory
for the peaks below 0.738 eV, the position of the hot band at
0.7gO eV is incorrect.
Our problems with reproducing the intensity and position of the hot band at 0.780 eV suggest that it might instead
be the origin of the ‘A ; state band. This requires a higher
barrier at the D,, geometry, so that the O-O transition is no
longer the most intense peak and the v4 progression is more
extended. In this case, we assume no vibrational excitation in
NO;. The best result is obtained using a triple-minimum
potential with a barrier of 870 cm - ’ [k = 0.53 1 eV/A” and
a = 0.340 eV/h; in Eq. (S)] and is shown in Fig. 7. This
simulation reproduces the positions of the major peaks in the
experimental photoelectron spectrum, but the experimental
intensity distribution is not reproduced as accurately as in
other simulations.
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In summary, none of the simulations discussed in this
section is satisfactory. We must therefore search for another
explanation for the 360 cm- ’ progression in our photoelectron spectrum.
,:.*_
D. Vibronic coupling in the NO, ground state
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FIG. 6. Simulated photoelectron spectrum of NO; (266 nm), assuming a
triple-minimum potential for the v, coordinate of NOi, with a barrier of
2IOcm” ’(a = O.l34eV/&k =0.332eV/A2),originat0.738eV, T= 435
K.

Although the simulation in Fig. 7 is the only one which
reproduces the experimental peak positions including the
peak at 0.780 eV, it implies a triple-minimum potential for
the ‘vq coordinate, with a barrier-at the D,, geometry that is
considerably higher than the v4 zero-point energy. Such a
potential is inconsistent with the high resolution infrared
spectra of NO,. Figure 5 (c) shows the first few energy levels
of the triple-minimum potential used for the simulation of
Fig. 7. The v, = le’ level lies only 22 cm ’ above the U, = 0
level, and will be substantially populated at room temperature. As discussed by Ishiwata,” additional hot bands originating from this level should thus occur in the infrared spectrum of the y3 band, due to vibration-rotation
transitions
between the (v; = 0,~~ = 1) and (u; = 1,~; = 1) levels.
These hot band transitions should be quite distinct from
those transitions originating from the (Y;’ = Y; = 0)
ground state. In the ground vibrational state, only K B = 3p1
rotational levels have nonzero statistical weight, whereas
only K B = 3n & 1 levels have nonzero statistical weight for
the ( u3 = O,u, = 1) vibrational level. Ishiwata et aL4*’ observe only transitions with K N = 3n in the ,v~ band, ruling
out a low-lying u4 = 1 level such as in Fig. 5 (c).

In this section, we consider vibronic coupling between
the electronic states of NO, as an alternative explanation for
the apparent odd Au, transitions in the ground state band.
Our selection rules were derived assuming nuclear and electronic motion to be separable [ Eq. (4) 1. Vibronic coupling
makes this approximation invalid, and lends intensity to
Franck-Condon forbidden transitions. The photoelectron
spectrum of BF, , which is isoelectronic with NO;, shows
effects similar to those that we observe. In particular, odd
Au, transitions are observed in the ‘A ; excited state progression, due to coupling between.the 2A ; and ‘E’ states of
BFj+. Our interpretation of our NO; spectra is largely
based on the comprehensive analysis of BF: by Haller et
al.37
This vibronic interaction between dissimilar electronic
states is called Herzberg-Teller,64 or pseudo-- (or secondorder) Jahn-Teller coupling.35*6s*b6The necessary symmetry condition for a mode v to couple electronic states m and n
is lY,,BI?, @ Ir,31~,67 where r,d is the totally symmetric
representation in the molecular point group. In NO,, the Ye
and v4 modes (I’, = e’) couple the 2A ; ground state to the
% ’ state, and the v2 mode (I’” = a;) couples the 2E’ and
‘E U states. The yj and ‘v4 modes are also Jahn-Teller active
within both the ‘E ” and 2E’ states.
To examine the effects of vibronic coupling on theNO,
ground state, we incorporate the interaction term into the
molecular Hamiltonian. For simplicity,. ye consider only
pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the ‘A ; and 2E’ electronic states (to be referred to henceforth as-the i4 and E
states) via v4, and neglect Jahn-Teller coupling .within the
‘E ’ state. The Hamiltonian for motion. in the v4 coordinate
_
(using the notation of Haller et ~1.~’) is.

H,PJT = i-L4-I, +

EA
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Here q4hais one of the degenerate components of the dimepsionless normal coordinate q4 ,68 where
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FIG. 7. Simulated photoelectron spectrum of NO; (266 nm), assuming a
triple-minimum potential for the v, coordinate of NO,, with a barrier of
870 cm ’ (a ~0.340 eV/& k = 0.531 eV/.k2), origin at 0.780 eV, T= 1
K.

for nuclear mo-

a4 = - + &.E) -2 + d2 + 3 a$!:“:?
(da .+& 1,
( Ma ~db>
(13)
where wb”*“’ is the energy spacing between the unperturbed
harmonic oscillator levels of the A or E state. I, is the 3 X 3
unit matrix in the spaceof theA and &electronicstates,/2, is
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the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling constant for the v4 mode,
and E[ is the energy of the electronic state i. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of H pJT can be determined using the
techniques developed by Kijppel et ai.,35 who use coupling
constants and vibrational frequencies calculated by ab initio
methods. Their “exact” methods use vibronic basis functions which are products of harmonic oscillator nuclear
wave functions and diabatic electronic wave functions for
the ;P and E states. Assuming w,” and w$ to be equal, the
nuclear basis functions coupled by the /2, qda terms in H zJT
differ by one quantum of vq.
The pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction therefore couples
the v, = n level of the 2A ; state with the v, = n + 1 levels of
the ‘E ’state. This explains the odd Au, transitions observed
in the ground state progression. The photodetachment transition probability from the NO; ground state to odd vibronic levels of NO, is no longer zero, since these nominally
forbidden transitions borrow intensity from allowed transitions to the even v, levels of the % ’state. In addition, the ‘4
state vibronic levels obtain some of the character of those E
state levels, which might explain the variation in the 0.693
eV (363 cm-’ from the origin) peak intensity with laser
polarization.
We now wish to determine the coupling strength /2, necessary to explain the intensity distribution in our spectra.
Since we do not have a reliable ab initio estimate of h,, we
calculate an approximate value from the experimental peak
intensities, using the expression derived by Haller et al.36
I “,,U4’ 1 (A)

217-B’12A*
[r,12
* (Ac:w~)*’
I u,.u4-0 (‘4) =

(14)

Here vi is the quantum number in the ith vibrational mode,
AEUE~~ - E,< = - 1.87 eV, and r is the electronic transition dipole moment for a particular state. This is a simplified
version of their expression, which is based on first-order perturbation theory approximations to the wave functions. The
unperturbed frequency w,, is assumed to be the same in the
ion and in the neutral A and Estates (720 cm ’). To calculate ;1,, we require the ratio 217,. l’//r,d J2, This would be
given by the ratio of the integrated intensities of the “E’ and
*A 5 bands in the 2 13 nm spectrum. Since we observe the ‘E M
state but not the ‘E’ state, we assume r,. rr,. . The transition moment ratio is thus 2)~~~ J2/lrA 12= 10, the ratio of the
integrated areas under the ‘E U and *A d state progressions at
213 nm. (As discussed in Sec. III, the photodetachment
cross section to the 2A ;state, which is proportional to lrA I’,
is exceptionally low.) For the IU,,U,=, /I “I*”4so ratio in Eq.
(14) we use four peak intensity ratios measured from the
NO, ground state progression. We use the results for v, = 0
and 1, and those at two laser polarization angles (8 = 0”and
90”).
We calculate an average value for il, of 0.348 & 0.058
eV, which is similar to the ‘A ;-‘E ’coupling constants calculated for BF,+ . Our value of& indicates that this vibronic
coupling mechanism provides a reasonable explanation for
the odd Au, transitions that we observe. However, the intensity borrowing effect of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction

in NO3 is amplified, relative to BF:,
by the large
JrEe [*/lrA [‘value.
If the vibronic coupling is sufficiently strong, the equilibrium geometry of the NO, ground state may be affected.
The adiabatic electronic potentials for the A and E states
should then show minima at configurations other than the
symmetric Qh position ( q4 = 0). These adiabatic potential
energy surfaces, for motion along the q4 coordinate, are determined by neglecting the nuclear kinetic energy in H PJT
[ Eq. ( 11) 1, settingwi = w,“l and diagonalizing the resulting
matrix:
&A

(1
R4q4, 1
f

$%d

&?4ll

24

ER,4-

&%b

%a

@4

$4

0

,

0

where d = q& + q&, . For a given value of A,, we estimate
io4 by comparing the first few vibrational levels on the A state
surface with the experimental v4 progression. If we set
R, = 0.348 (the perturbation theory value), the best agreement with experimental peak positions is obtained for
o, 3-O. 125 eV ( 1000 cm - ‘). The experimental vq = 1 and 2
peaks are 363 and 758 cm I from the origin. The eigenvalues of the adiabatic surface reproduce this uneven spacing,
but the calculated positions are 359 and 842 cm - I. Decreasing /2, and adjusting wq accordingly improves the fit. At
il, = 0.290 eV, the lower limit of our calculated coupling
strength, wq = 0.1 eV (805 cm- ‘> gives peaks at 360 and
780 cm - ‘.
The estimate of wq, the unperturbed vibrational frequency, obtained from our simulations is similar to the measured vd = 720 cm - ’ in NO;. Vibronic coupling may thus
explain the anomalously low measured va frequency in the
NO, 94 1 state, in addition to explaining other features of the
ground state progression. Figure 8 shows the adiabatic
curves with and without the pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction
energy, for L, = 0.290 eV and wi ( = WI) = 0.1 eV- (805

‘*‘
7’
*

FIG. 8. Potential energy of the NO, ‘A ; and ‘E ’states as a function of q4,
the dimensionless normal coordinate. The solid curves are the adiabatic
pseudo-Jahn-Teller-perturbed potentials calculated from Eq. ( 15), with
w4 = 0.1 eV (805 cm - ’) and A, = 0.290 eV. We have neglectedJahn-Teller coupling in the ‘E ’state. The unperturbed harmonic oscillator potentials
for the ‘A ; ( x ) and *E’ (0) states are also shown.
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cm - ’). One of the components of the *E ’state is not affected by the perturbation, but the other interacts repulsively
with the ‘A 5 state.
This perturbed potential for the A state has a minimum
at q4 = 0, corresponding to a D,, equilibrium geometry.
Haller et aL3’have shown that this will be true as long as
,t :/a4 <it&E - EA )- Even with ;1, = 0.348 eV and
@a = 0.125 eV, the barrier in the adiabatic potential is only
0.001 eV. We believe that our lower estimate of /2 (0.290
eV) , which gives a better fit to the experimental peak spacings, is closer to the true PJT coupling constant. To obtain
the transition moment ratio 1~~. 12/1rA I* used in Eq. (14),
we assumed that lrE, 1’= (rE” 12.It is likely that the2E ti and
"E' states have somewhat different integrated intensities, so
the perturbation theory estimate of 1, = 0.348 eV is a good
first guess, at best. The coupling constant derived from fitting peak spacings is more reliable because we are then using
experimental information to adjust /2, and wq. The comparison of adiabatic eigenvalues to experimental peak spacings is
not strictly valid, since nonadiabatic coupling due to the nuclear kinetic energy operator will mix vibronic levels of the
individual A and E surfaces.6h’69However, the v, = 0, 1, and
2 levels of the A state lie well below the Estate, so nonadiabatic effects on these low-lying states are probably small. Our
calculated vibronic coupling strength is sufficient to induce
intensity in forbidden transitions, but is weak enough that
the NO, 2A ; state still has D,, symmetry.
In summary, pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the
‘;;l a and 2E’ states of NO, .via the y4 mode accounts for the
observed peak positions in the ground state band of the NO;
photoelectron spectrum. The coupling strength necessary to
reproduce our results does not break the D,, symmetry of
the “A ; state, and this explanation is consistent with the D,,
equilibrium geometry implied by the high resolution spectra
of NO,. An important test of our analysis should result from
obtaining a photoelectron spectrum which includes the ‘E’
state of NO,. This will allow the direct measurement of
217&j7;112,
th e p arameter which controls intensity borrowing via pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling. This experiment
should be possible using an ArF excimer laser (photon energy 6.42 eV).
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toelectron spectrum via first-order Jahn-Teller coupling,
which allows odd Au transitions to occur in these modes. As
discussed above, a change in the N-O bond length upon photodetachment to the 'E ’ state will also lead to a progression
in the Y, symmetric stretch. If vibronic interactions between
the 'E ’ state and other electronic states are negligible, the v2
out-of-plane bending mode should not be active since the
'Es state is expected to be planar.
The measured v4 frequencies in NO; and in the ?4 6
state of NO, are 723 and 360 cm ‘- ‘, respectively, so either
the 541 or the 804 cm - ’ frequency in the 'E x band could
correspond to the v4 mode. The Y, frequency is about 1060
cm-’ in the ion and neutral ground state, and 950 cm- ’ in
the neutral *E ’state,20*70but the average vJ frequency in the
ion and two neutral states is 1440 cm-‘. Assuming that
these are the only possible active modes, the most reasonable
assignment on the basis of frequency alone is that the 804
cm-’ progression corresponds to the Y, mode and the 541
cm-’ progression to the v4 mode. Using this assignment,
Table II lists the v1 and v, quantum numbers for each peak
in the band. With this assignment, the vi = 1 X--V: = 1 transition, which is prominent in the “A ; state progression,
should occur at 1.060 eV. The O-O peak at 1.038 eV does
have a shoulder in the right place for this hot band transition.
We next consider the intensity distribution in the 'E u
band. Table II lists peak intensities relative to the
(v, = l,vq = 0) peak at 0.935 eV (calculated position).
These were obtained by assuming Gaussian peaks, each of
FWHM 0.022 eV, and determining the peak intensities required for the cumulative simulated spectrum to match the
experimental spectrum. Peak positions were calculated from
the harmonic frequencies. Figure 9 shows that we can reproduce the peak positions and the broad, intense base under the
"Es band with overlapped Gaussians.
The intensity distribution in Table II presents two problems. If we assume that the two modes are separable, the
intensity of each peak should be given by a product of
Franck-Condon factors as in Eq. (6). The intensity ratio for
the peaks (v, = rz,v4) and (v, = m ,vq) is then independent

l.u
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E. NO, excited state
The 213 nm spectrum of NO, shows an excited state
progression 0.868 + 0.014 eV (7000 f 110 cm-‘) above
the ground state. This is identified as the *E u state of NO,,
since the "E' state has been observed at 1.87 eV7,8~2’*23*70
and
the dark 'E II state is predicted to lie between the ground
state and *E' state. The "E ’ band shows extensive vibrational structure. A satisfactory fit to the peak positions is obtained by assuming only two active harmonic vibrational
modes, with frequencies of 804 f 4 cm and 541+ 8 cm - i;
the 804 cm - ’ progression is considerably longer.
We first try to assign these two progressions by comparing their frequencies to those observed in NO; and other
electronic states of NO,. Since the 'E ti state is degenerate,

FIG. 9. Experimental and “simulated” photoelectron spectra of NO< (213
nm), for detachment to the NO, “E ” state. The simulation assumestwo
active modes, of frequency 804 and 541 cm I, and shows that acombination of Gaussian peaks (FWHM 0.022 eV) can reproduce the peak posi-

the degeneratev3 and 1/hmodescan be activatedin the pho-

tions and shapeof the ‘E” band.
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of uq. However, the observed (l,O)/(O,O) ratio is 1.75, the
(l,l)/(O,l)
ratio is 1.19, and the (1,2)/(0,2) ratio is 1.45.
Similar discrepancies occur throughout the band.
In addition, ifwe assume the Y, mode to be aone-dimensional harmonic oscillator displaced from the oscillator in
the ion, which is appropriate for a totally symmetric mode,
we are unable to model the (n,O) progression. Specifically, if
we match the experimental ( l,O)/(O,O) ratio the simulated
peak intensities for u, >4 are considerably lower than the
experimental intensities. If we assume that AQ, = 6.9 ArNom
for the ‘E II state, as we did for the 2A ; state (Sec. IV C), the
displacement necessary to match the experimental
(l,O)/(O,O) ratio requires that,the N-O bond length change
by 0.07 fi between the ion and the 2E ’ state. This seems
excessive for the removal of a nominally nonbonding e” electroti from the ion. (By comparison, removal of a~nonbonding a; electron in the transition from NO; to the 2A ; state
results in a bond length change of only about 0.03 %L.)
The intensity distribution in the % U band shows that
separability of the two active modes in the ‘ES/state is a poor
assumption. This leads us to question our assignment of the
804 c m - ’ progression to the symmetric stretch, since the Y,
and va modes are of different symmetries and should not
mix. An alternative explanation for this progression involves
vibronic coupling with other electronic states. In Sec. IV D,
the Y.+progression in the ‘A ; band was attributed to pseudoJahn-Teller coupling between the 2zd; and % ’states via the
v4 mode. This vibronic coupling mechanism also exists between the “E ’ and ‘E’ states via the v2 out-of-plane bend
(a; symmetry) and can activate_ the vz mode in the ‘ErY
band. The v2 frequency is 834 cm - ’in NO; and.762 cm - ’
in the ~NO, ‘A ;~ state, so the 804 cm‘- ’ progression in the
“E B state is in the right frequency,range for the v2 mode..If
this assignment were correct, the qxtended nature of the 804
cm-’ progression would imply substantial vibronic coupling, possibly large enough to cause distortion from a
planar equilibrium geometry for the 2E ” state. ~However,
Haller et a1.37calculated the analogous pseudo-Jahn-Teller
coupling constant for BF,+ to be relatively small. In addition, the absence of the “E ” t2A p transition in absorption
puts a limit on the strength of the coupling between the ‘E ’
and “E U states.
More theoretical work on NO, is required before we can
determine whether this alternative assignment is realistic.
Ideally, vibronic coupling constants could be obtained by ab
initio methods, and then used’in calculations of the type developed by Cederbaum and co-workers3’ These simulations
of the 2E U band should clearly indicate the relative impor,
tance of different vibronic coupling mechanisms.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have observed the 2A ; ground state and 2E s first
excited state of NO, via photoelectron spectroscopy of the
NO; anion. The electron affinity of NO, is 3.937 + 0.014
eV, and we calculate A$?“( NO, )298 k = 0.777 f 0.023 eV
( 17.9 1 & 0.62 kcal/mol). Our analysis of the 2A 1 band indicates that the NO, ground state has a D,, equilibrium geometry, but is perturbed by vibronic coupling to the ‘E ’second

excited electronic state through the va degenerate in-plane
bend. This coupling explains both the appearance of odd Au,
transitions in this band and the anomalously low l/4 vibrational frequency in the “A ; state.
Our results represent the first direct observation of the
2E U state of NOs, which lies 0.868 + 0.027 eV above the
ground state. The “E U band shows extensive vibrational
structure which has been tentatively assigned to progressions in the pi symmetric stretch and the Jahn-Teller active
vq mode. However, this assignment is not completely satisfactory, and the analysis of the ‘E U band could clearly benefit from further theoretical work.
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